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conservatory, orangery and
home extensions in colour

live life in
“

You are already on the way to making a life changing decision by choosing
a conservatory, orangery or home extension featuring Ultraframe’s products.
We deliver space - usable for a variety of activities - and natural light a plenty,
to banish those winter blues!
Do you stick to conventional colours/finishes or do you choose something different? Carefully chosen colours creates a
space that works best for you and your home. Please ask about our standard and bespoke colour options.

”

Orangery colour - Light Oak

Conservatory colour - Rosewood

Conservatory colour - Irish Oak

Loggia colour - Black

Colour - applied correctly has a profound positive effect
on your wellbeing. It strongly
influences how we interact
with each other and our
surroundings. So what can you
consider for your home and
conservatory? Consider this:Loggia colour - Sage Green

Black

Powerful, sophisticated, substantial, uncompromising,
reveals hidden potential

White

The colour of purity, well balanced, optimistic, and
generous,

Cream

Stimulates the intellectual side of the brain and brings
out feelings of happiness.

Greens

Not surprisingly green has a strong affinity with nature,
offers harmony and balance and is mentally and
physically relaxing.
Loggia interior

Conservatory colour - Black

Greys

Independent, individualistic and subtle, grey shields us
from outside influence.

Browns

The colour of Mother Earth, brown brings stability and
alleviates insecurity. Nurturing and supportive

Conservatory colour - Black

Conservatory colour - Sage Green

Conservatory colour - Sage Green

Orangery colour - Cream

These conservatories feature major parts that are actually foil laminated, with only a minority
of parts actually painted or extruded in base colours.
The foil laminated products used on major items in the roof and on the PVC side frames, have a real woodgrain texture to add a further dose of character.
The products can be coloured or woodgrain foiled to one side or both sides with the possibility to mix colours between the outside and the inside.
Ask to see a copy of our coloured swatches or sample profiles before you order. If you can’t see the colour you want - ask about our custom painting options.

White

Cream

Sage Green

Paint matching:

Paint matching:

Paint matching:

RAL9003

RAL9001

BS14C35

Fir Green

Grey

Ebony Black

Paint matching:

Paint matching:

Paint matching:

RAL6009

RAL7016

RAL8022

Rosewood

Light Oak

Irish Oak

A coloured conservatory consists of foiled and painted parts along with base colour extrusions. Every effort is made to ensure gloss levels are within reasonable tolerance. RAL and
BS colour references are made in good faith. The colours above are reproduced as acurately as printing will allow, if in doubt always request an actual physical sample/foil swatch.
White gutter on white foiled roofs and black gutter is standard on all colour/finishes except Rosewood and Light Oak, where base extrusion colours are used.

Conservatory colour - Light Oak

Home extension colour - Grey

Orangery colour - Cream

Orangeries

Glass extensions
Loggia

KJM Windows & Conservatories
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It is Ultraframe’s policy to continually seek to improve its products, processes and services, and we reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice. Ultraframe is a trading name of Ultraframe (UK) Limited.
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